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ISSUE: Did Management violate Article 8.5.C.2.A and 8.5.D of the National Agreement by not 
maximizing the available Overtime Desired List (ODL) Carriers before requiring Non-ODL employees 
to work overtime off of their assignments, and if so, what is the appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance The Team has 
determined that Management did violate Article 8 In this instance. The following employees will be 
paid respective Lump Sum Payments for this violation: 

The Step 8 Team has orocessed these pay aqjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS). No further action is required. Management is directed to adhere to the provisions set forth in 
Article 8 of the National Agreement when assigning overtime. No other remedy is granted. 

In addition to this grievance, the foliowing grievance has been independently reviewed and identical 
Article 8 violations were found. Their remedies are included in this decision: 



IssuelViolation 
Failure to Maximize OTOL 

Failure to Maximize OTOL 

Failure to Maximize OTOL 

EXPLANATION: The Union is alleging that from March 5 11, 2011, Management required Non-OOL 
employees to work overtime off of their assignments and on non-scheduled days in the Silver Spring 
Main Office on three days. The case file demonstrates there were OOL employees that were not 
maximized to twelve (12) hours at both the regular and penalty overtime rates while Non-OOL 
employees worked overtime 'off' of their assignments and on non-scheduled days. 

Incluaed in the case file are TACS Employee Everything Reports (EER), clock rings for the cited Non
OOL employees for each date grieved and TACS Overtime Alert Reports (OAR) identifying the OOL 
employees the Union alleges to be available. Also included are daily schedules, hourly overtime 
assignments and a copy of the Overtime Desired List. Management claims that all OOL employees 
were maximized to the Window of Operations (WOO). 

This instant disoute was initiated, advanced through each step of the Dispute Resolution Process 
(ORP) with mutual time extensions, where it was received by the Cap/Metro Step B Team on July 5, 
201 ~. 

The Union contends Management violated the National Agreement when they forced Non-OOL 
employees to carry overtime off of their aSSignments and on non-scheduled days without properly 
maximizing OOL Carriers to the ten (10) and twelve (12) hour requirements in Article 8. On three (3) 
days, Management violated Article 8 by forcing Non-OOL Carners to work overtime on their non
scheduled days and off their assignments on regularly scheduled days without proper maximization of 
the OOL. They provide previous Step B decisions finding similar violations and granting remedies of 
100% additional compensation to the Non-OOL and payment at the appropriate overtime rate to the 
OOL. As a remedy. the Union requests that Non-OOL carriers receive one day of Administrative leave 
to be used within one year of the decision and that one additional space on the leave calendar be 
made available for this purpose. Additiona!ly, the Union requests that the remedy for Non-OOL be 
escalated to an additional 125%. 

Management contends that all OOL employees were scheduled to the Window of Operations 
(WOO). They provide an arbitration decision # K06N-4K-C 09154999, in suoport of their position, as 
well as several prior Step B decisions. Management asserts that the OOL brought in were not 
sufficient to cover the vacant assignments, therefore Management required Non-OOL to work 
overtime to meet the Window of Operation Management further states that they are taking action on 
employees who fail to report to work as scheduled and missed opportunities for overtime are 
documented on the Overtime Worksheet. Management states that ODL carriers called back to 
request additional time to complete the assignments they had been given and assigning additional 
work would not have allowed the OOL to make the final disDatch of value. Management notes that 
Non-OOL carrier Sentfle is on limited duty. OOL carner Teasley received discipline for his absence 
from overtime on March 9, 11 , and Non-ODL carner Enkuhawariat is on Leave without Pay pending 
removal. Management further contends that it is an to compensate the Union 
administrative leave or to ailow more than the contractual amount off on any given day 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation In this case, the Step B Team agrees that 
Management violated the following provisions of the National Agreement, when they failed to schedule 
the OOL employees accordingly 

8.5,c'2.a: 
When during the quarter the need for overtime arises, employees with the necessary skills having 
listed their names will be selected from the "Overtime Desired" list. 

·2· 



Mandatory Overtime: 

One purpose of the Overtime Desired List is to excuse full-time carriers not wishing to work 
overtime from having to work overtime. Before requiring a non-OOl carrier to work overtime 
on a non-scheduled day or off his/her own assignment on a regularly scheduled day, 
management must seek to use a carrier from the OOl, even if the DOL carrier would be 
working penalty overtime. However, if the Overtime Desired List does not provide sufficient 

qualified fulltime regulars for required overtime, Article 8.5.0 permits management to move off 
the list and require non-ODL carriers to work overtime on a rotating basis starting with the junior 
employee. This rotation begins with the junior employee at the beginning of each calendar 
quarter. Absent an LMOU provision to the contrary, employees who are absent on a regularly 
scheduled day (e.g. sick leave or annual leave) when it is necessary to use non-ODL employees on 
n'JMt;·,~..:::/ill be P3ssed over in the rotation until the next time their name comes up in the 
regular rotation. 

Management did contend they scheduled employees within an alleged WOO but failed to provide any 
factual documentation specific to the office in support of this assertion. The case file demonstrates 
that this contention is not supported by the Overtime Alert Report and the other documentation 
contained in the case file. The documentation also supports that the cited Non-ODL employees 
worked on their non-scheduled day and on assignments other than their own on their regularly 
scheduled day and were approved on the schedule for later return times, relative to the work 
performed, and that not all of the ODL were worked to the alleged WOO. When ODL employees 
were not utilized in accordance with the above, prior to the scheduling of non-scheduled day or 'off 
assignment' overtime for Non-ODL employees, a Violation of the National Agreement occurred. 

The Union documented that the current remedy for this type of violation is 100% additional payment to 
the Non-ODL employees for all hours worked. The Team agrees that maintaining this remedy is 
appropriate in this instance Payments to the ODL employees are calculated at the appropriate, 
overtime rate, regular or penalty, for whichever they are available. All payments are based on a 
median hourly City Carrier rate of $25.00 in effect on the incident date. 

The Team agrees that it is wholly appropriate in this instance to render the above stated DECISION 

Case File Inventory: K06N·4K·C 11159618 Case File Inventory: K06N·4K·C 11207687 
PS Form 8190·1 page PS Form 8190·1 page 
Union Contentions and Documentalion - ':00 pages Union Contentions and Documentation 93 pages 
Management Contentions and Documentation 56 pages Management Contentions and Documentation - 29 pages 

Case File Inventory: K06N·4K·C 11159599 Case File Inventory: K06N·4K·C 11208089 
PS Form 8190·1 page PS Form 8190 page 
Union Contentions and Documentation - 103 pages Union Contentions and Documentatior 116 pages 
Management Contentions and Documentation 52 pages Management Contentions and Documentation - 65 pages 

Case File Inventory: K06N·4K·C 11159612 Case File Inventory: K06N·4K·C 11208098 

PS Form 8190·1 page PS Form 8190·1 page 

Union Contentions and Documentation - 120 pages Unicr Contentions and Documentation 116 pages 

Management Contentions and Documentation 63 pages Management Contentions and Documentation - 40 pages 


Case File Inventory: K06N·4K·C 11169766 Case File Inventory: K06N·4K·C 112Q8126 

PS Form 8190·1 page PS Form 8190· ~ page 

Union Conterltions and Documentation - 109 pages Union Ccntentions and Documentation 105 pages 

Management Contentions and Documentation - 63 oagGS Managemen' Co~lentjons and Documentation 57 pages 
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